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15 November 2019 
 
 
 
Dear Bruce, 
 
At the Finance and Constitution Committee evidence session on the Autumn Budget Revision 
on 6 November, I agreed to write to the Committee to clarify the following matter raised by 
Patrick Harvie, MSP. 
 
Mr Harvie asked how the Scottish Government goes about consulting on what the policy 
options might be when the opportunity exists to increase a budget line, and to what extent 
the Autumn Budget Review process includes a period when members of the public or 
organisations can express a view about those choices. As an example, Mr Harvie asked 
when the specific decision was made on the increase of £17.0 million to the Low Carbon 
Transport Loan (LCTL) Fund. 
 
Scottish Ministers consider the merits of a number of  proposals presented  by officials 
following  relevant policy evaluation and finance review  and  decisions are subsequently 
reflected in the budget revisions subject to the budget provision being available and the 
approval of the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work.  
 
In the  case of the LCTL Fund officials engage continuously with the Energy Saving Trust 
(EST) who manage and deliver the Loan Fund  on Ministers behalf. This includes securing  
public feedback and conducting evaluations of the loans, their impact and any  opportunities 
to enhance provision. Feedback from EST indicated growing demand for these loans  and the 
potential risk that the Fund  would have to close to applicants. Officials therefore submitted 
advice to  the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work  in  August  2019, 
seeking additional Financial Transaction loan support to enable as many of Scotland’s 
households and businesses as possible to benefit from the Fund. Accordingly, informed by 
this evidence from EST,  £17 million of additional Financial Transaction loan support is now 
available in 2019-20 to  the loan fund and officials will continue to engage with EST through 
the financial year to monitor demand and  support applications.  
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This approach demonstrates a clear commitment from Scottish Ministers of continued support 
for Scottish households and business to switch to low emission vehicles. 
 
I hope this assists the Committee.  
 

 
 

KATE FORBES 
 

 
 


